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Compatible with:

MSZ-LN R32

The MSZ-LN Premium range of wall mounted air conditioning units, combines a number of
advanced technologies together with sophisticated design. Engineered to optimise air quality,
energy - efficiency, comfort and control, this stylish model is an excellent choice for residential
or small commercial  applications.  With a choice of 4 colours, 6 capacities and the option to
connect as a single or multi-split system, the Premium series offers great design flexibility.

Key Features & Benefits:
Built-in Plasma Quad Technology neutralises viruses, bacteria, allergens, PM2.5, mould and
dust, and inhibit inhibits 99.8% of SARS-CoV-2*.
Energy efficient, ultra-quiet operation with a choice of fan speeds.
3D i-see sensor grille provides energy efficient, customised comfort by automatically
monitoring room occupancy, position and body temperatures.
Built-in Wi-Fi interface enables system monitoring via the Mitsubishi Electric MELCloud app,
plus voice control - compatible with Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant enabled devices.
User-friendly backlit controller for remote operation including scheduling options.
Dual-Barrier coating to the heat exchanger, fan and air to prevents dust and grease
accumulation to the unit.

* Derived from and subject to test results for and on behalf of Mitsubishi Electric conducted

* Derived from and subject to test results, for and on behalf of Mitsubishi Electric conducted
at the Microbial Testing Laboratory, Textile Quality and Technology Center, Kobe, Japan
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* Derived from and subject to test results for and on behalf of Mitsubishi Electric conducted

Effective as of April 2023

Country of origin: United Kingdom - Italy - Turkey - Japan - Thailand - Malaysia. ©Mitsubishi Electric Europe 2023. Mitsubishi and Mitsubishi Electric are trademarks of Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V. The company reserves the right to make any variation
in technical specification to the equipment described, or to withdraw or replace products without prior notification or public announcement. Mitsubishi Electric is constantly developing and improving its products. All descriptions, illustrations, drawings
and specifications in this publication present only general particulars and shall not form part of any contract. All goods are supplied subject to the Company’s General Conditions of Sale, a copy of which is available on request. Third-party product and
brand names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.
Note: Refer to ‘Installation Manual’ and ‘Instruction Book’ for further ‘Technical Information’. The fuse rating is for guidance only and please refer to the relevant databook for detailed specification. It is the responsibility of a qualified 
electrician/electrical engineer to select the correct cable size and fuse rating based on current regulation and site specific conditions. Mitsubishi Electric’s air conditioning equipment and heat pump systems contain a fluorinated greenhouse 
gas, R410A (GWP:2088), R32 (GWP:675), R407C (GWP:1774), R134a (GWP:1430), R513A (GWP:631), R454B (GWP:466), R1234ze (GWP:7) or R1234yf (GWP:4). *These GWP values are based on Regulation (EU) No 517/2014 from IPCC 
4th edition. In case of Regulation (EU) No.626/2011 from IPCC 3rd edition, these are as follows. R410A (GWP:1975), R32 (GWP:550), R407C (GWP:1650) or R134a (GWP:1300). 
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